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,e online-to-offline (O2O) meal delivery mode in which takeout meals are ordered online and delivered offline is recently
emerging. ,e fast delivery of huge meal orders for time-sensitive customers imposes great challenges on O2O meal delivery
platforms. ,is study establishes a two-stage solution for meal delivery routing optimization with the objective of maximizing
time-sensitive customer satisfaction. In the first stage, a large number of meal orders are hierarchically classified and merged into
delivery bundles based on the nearest pickup location rule by applying the hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) algorithm,
to increase fast meal delivery efficiency. In the second stage, a genetic algorithm (GA) is applied to solve the cluster-based delivery
routing optimization model to find an optimal delivery route for meal orders in each delivery bundle. ,e numerical simulation
results verify that the two-stage routing optimization solution is effective to schedule timely meal delivery and improve customer
time satisfaction.,e comparison of the results indicates the superiority of the proposed two-stage solution with HAC and GA on
customer satisfaction while ensuring the delivery of all orders within 60minutes.,e sensitivity analysis shows the impact of time-
sensitive customer heterogeneity on meal delivery satisfaction. ,is research has significant managerial insights for fast delivery
services of O2O meal delivery platforms.

1. Introduction

,e emerging O2O meal delivery mode in which takeout
meals ordered by customers online are delivered offline
within a certain time window has been experiencing rapid
growth [1]. ,e O2O meal delivery platform Uber Eats
(https://www.ubereats.com), which provides meal delivery
services for customers to get great meals from customers’
favorite local restaurants, increased revenues by over 200
percent in 2020. One of the largest China O2Omeal delivery
platforms Meituan (https://www.meituan.com) has a turn-
over of 20.575 billion in the first quarter of 2021, with a
growth of 116.8% compared with the first quarter of 2020. At
the end of July 2021, O2O meal delivery platforms in China
have nearly 469million customers with an annual increase of
15% [1].

However, the emerging O2O meal delivery mode is
facing huge challenges on fast delivery service provision due

to the huge volume of online takeout meal orders for time-
sensitive customers. ,ree major aspects of challenging
problems of the O2O meal delivery mode are presented in
this study. Firstly, the fast delivery services are required to
maintain the freshness of the takeout meals for the cus-
tomers. Customer satisfaction with delivery time is normally
used to evaluate the service quality of fast meal delivery [2].
,e customers with heterogeneous time sensitivity degrees
have different expectations in terms of service experience
and satisfaction [3]. ,erefore, how to improve time-sen-
sitive customer satisfaction with fast meal delivery is an
extremely important issue for O2O takeout meal delivery
platforms. ,e second aspect is that the large volume of
takeout meal orders, especially during peak hours, makes it
very difficult and complicated for meal delivery platforms to
schedule meal delivery. For example, there are nearly ten
thousand real-time orders per second placed on the China
Eleme meal delivery platform during peak hours. Hence, the
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research on the scheduling of a large volume of takeout meal
orders has critical importance for O2O takeout meal delivery
platforms, which are devoted to timely delivering meal
orders for customers. ,irdly, the meal delivery routing
problem (MDRP) [4] has a unique feature that the delivery
riders pick up meals from restaurants in different locations
and then deliver them to customers in different locations, in
contrast to the conventional vehicle routing problem (VRP),
in which the goods are picked up in a fixed distribution
center. ,erefore, research on meal delivery routing opti-
mization with dynamic pickup and delivery for large volume
takeout meal orders of time-sensitive customers has both
practical significance and academic significance for O2O
meal delivery platforms to increase customer satisfaction
with fast meal delivery services.

,e focus of this study was to construct a meal delivery
routing optimization model with the objective of maxi-
mizing the time-sensitive customer satisfaction with meal
delivery services. Moreover, the heterogeneous time-sensi-
tive customers who have different time sensitivity degrees on
delayed meal delivery have been taken into consideration in
meal delivery routing optimization modelling [3, 5]. A two-
stage solution with HAC and GA is proposed for fast meal
delivery routing optimization. ,e HAC algorithm is firstly
employed to cluster several meal orders into delivery
bundles for delivery riders to improve the performance of
fast meal delivery by delivering a large volume of meal orders
on time. Accounting for the characteristic of the MDRP, the
nearest pickup location rule is adopted to cluster meal or-
ders. Furthermore, a GA is applied to solve optimal meal
delivery route for meal orders clustered in each delivery
bundle in the first stage so that meal orders are delivered
within the delivery time window to increase customer
satisfaction.

Our study in this paper generates several main con-
tributions. Firstly, we proposed a meal delivery routing
optimization model with the objective of optimizing
time-sensitive customer satisfaction extending prior
works on MDRP [6, 7]. Secondly, a two-stage solution is
proposed to combine HAC and GA for meal delivery
routing optimization in order to improve fast meal de-
livery performance. Based on the cluster first-route
second philosophy [8], the meal orders are clustered into
delivery bundles by the HAC algorithm in the first stage.
,en, the delivery route for each delivery bundle is op-
timized by GA in the second stage. ,irdly, we compare
the impact of time-sensitive customer heterogeneity on
meal delivery satisfaction. From a practical perspective,
the meal delivery routing optimization solution in our
research contributes to improving order data processing
and delivery efficiency and customer satisfaction for O2O
meal delivery platforms.

,e remaining parts of this study are organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 reviews the existing literature on the research
of MDRP, customer satisfaction and time-sensitive cus-
tomer, clustering algorithm, and heuristic algorithm. Section
3 describes the MDRP and proposes a two-stage meal de-
livery routing optimization solution. Section 4 designs the
HAC and GA method. Section 5 details the comparative

study of the two-stage meal delivery routing optimization
solution versus the standard GA and the particle swarm
optimization (PSO) algorithm using actual data. ,e impact
of time-sensitive customer heterogeneity on meal delivery
satisfaction is thoroughly discussed. Section 6 summarizes
our research results and discusses the future research
direction.

2. Literature Review

,is study investigates the meal delivery routing optimi-
zation on time-sensitive customer satisfaction by applying
the clustering method and heuristic algorithm. ,erefore,
our work is closely related to three streams of literature: the
MDRP, customer satisfaction and time-sensitive customer,
and clustering and heuristic algorithm.

,e MDRP [4] has attracted attention from researchers.
,e MDRP is most similar to the dynamic pickup and
delivery problem (DPDP) that arises when goods must be
transported from unique pickup locations to unique drop-
off locations [6]. ,e MDRP is a dynamic problem with
deadlines at customers, a customer service-focused objective
function, and a large number of vehicles serving a large
number of orders [6]. Ulmer et al. [6] studied a stochastic
dynamic pickup and delivery problem (DPDP) with the
objective to dynamically control a fleet of drivers in a way
that avoids delays with respect to customers’ deadlines. An
anticipatory customer assignment (ACA) policy is proposed
relying on a time buffer and postponement to account for the
dynamism and uncertainty of the problem. Yildiz and
Savelsbergh [4] introduced a model for a meal delivery
routing problem assuming perfect information about order
arrivals and develop a simultaneous column- and row-
generation algorithm for its solution. Rey et al. [9] proposed
an approach for rescuing perishable food delivery problems
to find an exact solution with the least travel cost routes. A
heuristic algorithm that combines greedy and local search is
introduced to efficiently provide envy-free and cost-effective
solutions. Wang [10] studies a meal delivery problem that
needs to route vehicles on multiple trips to pick up meals
from multiple suppliers and deliver them to customers. Two
mainstream heuristic algorithms, iterated local search and
adaptive large neighborhood search, are developed for
multi-trip routing with soft time windows and multiple refill
locations. Xue et al. [11] established a two-stage model with
mixed-integer programming and large neighborhood search
algorithms to optimize the scheduling of riders for food
delivery services in the O2O business.

Customer satisfaction with delivery time that could be
employed to evaluate the quality of the fast services is re-
ceiving increasing attention [12, 13]. Kuppelwieser and
Maggard [14] analyzed customer satisfaction with wait time
in a two-stage service process. Sarstedt and Sarstedt [15]
studied the influence of individuals’ future time perspective
on customer satisfaction. Homburg et al. [16] examined the
influence of customer satisfaction and elapsed time on the
price knowledge of drivers. Several papers consider cus-
tomer satisfaction in MDRP. Liao et al. [7] described cus-
tomer satisfaction of delivery time with fuzzy membership
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function in multi-objective green meal delivery routing
problem. Teng et al. [12] constructed a VRP model for
takeaway delivery by transforming the satisfaction of mer-
chants and customers into a penalty function and aiming to
minimize the total delivery cost.

,e time-sensitive customers on wait time and delay
time have been taken into consideration in pricing, capacity,
and routing research literature. Abouee-Mehrizi et al. [17]
discussed a pricing policy of a service queuing system with a
nonlinear waiting cost function of customers who are
sensitive to the wait time (delay) and strategic regarding
their balking and abandonment decisions. Wang et al. [18]
investigated service capacity competition with seasonal ar-
rival rates and time-sensitive customers who may leave if the
service is delayed. Vodopivec and Miller-Hooks [19] studied
the dynamic vehicle routing with time-sensitive customer
pickup for a stochastic dial-a-ride application. A two-stage
stochastic optimization approach is developed to integrate
dynamic recourse into a priori scheduling and routing.
Considering the heterogeneity of time-sensitive customers,
Sainathan [3] examined the competition between two service
providers by applying a three-stage game.,e customers are
heterogeneous in their delay sensitivities and belong to one
of two types: impatient and patient. Golrezaei et al. [20]
studied dynamic pricing with strategic customers who are
heterogeneous with respect to their initial valuations for the
goods and their time sensitivities. ,e customers are het-
erogeneous in their decreasing valuation distribution. ,ey
constructed a multiplicative model with different valuation
decay rates changing over time. However, the research on
heterogeneous time-sensitive customers that are important
for fast services of meal delivery platforms has been rarely
found in the existing MDRP literature. In this study, we
study meal delivery routing optimization with the objective
of time-sensitive customer satisfaction with fast meal de-
livery services as the customers have heterogeneous sensi-
tivity to delayed meal delivery time.

,e clustering method including K-means and hierar-
chical algorithm has been applied to classify and merge
orders into delivery bundles in several research works in the
existing literature. Hsieh and Huang [21] merged online
shopping orders using the K-means algorithm and opti-
mized the performance of order picking systems by applying
the self-organized map batching heuristics. Ishizaka et al.
[22] designed a multi-criteria divisive hierarchical clustering
algorithm that tackles the problems with uncertainty and
imprecision, and it has been used to cluster financial in-
stitutions for US banks with improved performance. Tumpa
et al. [23] used the hierarchical clustering method to analyze
common key obstacles encountered in adopting the green
supply chain of the textile industry. Xu et al. [24] proposed a
unified validity index for the agglomerative hierarchical
clustering, which demonstrated the efficiency of identifying
the optimal number of clusters.

,ere is abundant literature on heuristic algorithms for
optimization problems [25–30]. For example, Homsi et al.
[31] proposed an exact branch-and-price algorithm and a
hybrid genetic search to study industrial and tramp ship
routing and scheduling problems. Vidal et al. [32] proposed

an efficient hybrid genetic algorithm with advanced di-
versity control for a large class of vehicle routing problems
with time windows. Zhou et al. [33] designed a hybrid
multi-population genetic algorithm to solve a real-world
territory design problem of a major dairy company with the
objective of minimizing the total operational cost. A variety
of heuristic algorithms including the genetic algorithm and
the greedy adaptive neighborhood heuristic [7, 9–12] have
been applied in meal delivery routing optimization.

Researchers often combine the clustering method with
other heuristics, mate-heuristics, and approximate or exact
solution approaches to solve the optimization problem
[34, 35]. For example, Dondo and Cerdá [8] proposed a
three-phase cluster-based optimization approach for the
heterogeneous fleet vehicle routing problem based on the
cluster first-route second philosophy. After grouping nodes
into a few clusters during phase I, such clusters are assigned
to vehicles and sequenced on the related tours in phase II. In
the last phase III, the detailed routing and scheduling for
each tour found in phase II are determined by solving a small
cluster-based mixed-integer linear (MILP) model in phase
III. Wang and Vidal [36] introduce a hybrid genetic algo-
rithm that uses K-means as a local search in combination
with problem-tailored genetic operators. Wang and Lin [37]
developed a scenario-based heuristic algorithm in which an
index of “intimacy degree” is defined for grouping customers
into different clusters. Mendes et al. [38] used a Pearson’s
and τ-Kendall hierarchical cluster approach to reduce the
dimensionality of the multi-objective vehicle routing
problem solved by the MOEA/D evolutionary approach.
Oezdamar and Demir [39] described a hierarchical clus-
tering and heuristic routing procedure to coordinate vehicle
routing in large-scale disaster distribution planning. Liao
et al. [7] applied K-means order combination and GA
routing optimization solution in a green meal delivery
routing problem (GMDRP). Two-stage strategy with Tabu
search (TS) and GA is developed to optimize the number of
riders, reduce carbon emissions in distribution, and ensure
high customer satisfaction.

We compare this study with previous research work to
show the differences in Table 1. Firstly, we propose a meal
delivery routing optimization model with the objective of
time-sensitive customer satisfaction extending the prior
work of Liao et al. [7] and Teng et al. [12], unlike the cost
minimization objective in most existing MDRP literature
[6]. Secondly, we are differently taking into consideration of
heterogeneous time-sensitive customers by introducing the
time sensitivity coefficient in the customer time satisfaction
function of the MDRP model. Similar to Sainathan [3] and
Golrezaei et al. [20], we consider that the customers are
heterogeneously sensitive to the delay time. Differently, we
focus on the heterogeneity of time-sensitive customers on
delayed delivery time of fast meal delivery services. ,irdly,
we proposed a two-stage solution with HAC and GA based
on the cluster first-route second philosophy [8] for meal
delivery routing optimization in this study. ,e meal orders
are clustered into delivery bundles by the HAC algorithm in
the first stage. ,en, the order delivery route for each bundle
is optimized by the GA heuristic method in the second stage.
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In contrast to previous studies [7] using K-means clustering,
we apply the HACmethod, which does not give the numbers
of clustering groups in advanced [40] to cluster meal orders
into delivery bundles in our research.

In summary, this study introduces a meal delivery
routing optimization model with the objective of maxi-
mizing time-sensitive customer satisfaction, for which the
two-stage solution is proposed by combining HAC and GA.
,e takeout meal orders placed online by customers are
clustered into delivery bundles for riders with the HAC
algorithm by the closest pickup locations criterion, to in-
crease delivery efficiency for fast delivery services. ,en, a
GA is designed to optimize the meal delivery route in de-
livery bundles with the fitness function of customer time
satisfaction, to improve customer satisfaction with fast de-
livery services. ,e numerical simulation is implemented on
actual data to verify the performance of the two-stage so-
lution for meal delivery routing optimization. Finally, we
investigate the influence of time-sensitive customer het-
erogeneity on satisfaction with fast meal delivery services
provided by O2O meal delivery platforms.

3. Meal Delivery Routing
Optimization Modelling

3.1. Problem Description. ,e emerging O2O meal delivery
platforms accept customers’ meal orders online at any time
and delivery the orders quickly offline. Different from tra-
ditional commodity delivery mode, O2O meal delivery
mode has its unique characteristics, including (1) the fast
service requirement for meal delivery to keep the food fresh
and warm; (2) the huge volume of meal orders on online
takeout meal delivery platforms, especially during peak
hours; and (3) different meal pickup locations of restaurants
and different delivery locations of customers with no fixed
distribution center.

Considering the fast delivery requirement of takeout
meal customers, we established the meal delivery routing
optimization model aiming to maximize customer time
satisfaction, which is expressed as the function related to the
delivery time window and delayed delivery time. ,e time
sensitivity coefficient is also factored into the customer time
satisfaction function accounting for the impact of time-
sensitive customer heterogeneity. To improve the delivery
time efficiency for the huge order volume of O2O meal
delivery platforms, a two-stage solution for meal delivery
routing optimization model is proposed with HAC and GA
as shown in Figure 1. Based on the cluster first-route second
philosophy [8], the takeout meal orders are clustered into
delivery bundles for riders with the nearest pickup location
rule by the HAC algorithm in the first stage. In the second
stage, the optimal delivery route for meal orders in each
clustered bundle is deducted out with GA to maximize
customer time satisfaction.

,e takeout meal delivery orders have different meal
pickup locations of restaurants and different delivery

Table 1: Comparison between the existing literature and this study.

Reference MDRP Customer satisfaction Time sensitive Heuristic
algorithm

Order
clustering Two-stage solution

Ulmer et al. [6] √
Savelsbergh and Savelsbergh [4] √
Rey et al. [9] √ √
Wang [10] √ √
Xue et al. [11] √ √ √
Teng et al. [12] √ √ √
Liao et al. [7] √ √ GA K-means √
Sainathan [3] √ √
Abouee-Mehrizi et al. [17] √
Golrezaei et al. [20] √
Vodopivec and Miller-Hooks [19] √ √
Gribel and Vidal [36] GA K-means
Wang and Lin [37] √ K-means √
Zhu et al. [34] √ K-links
Mendes et al. [38] √ HAC
Oezdamar and Demir [39] √ HAC
Dondo and Cerdá [8] √ Heuristic √
,is study √ √ √ GA HAC √

Clustered Bundle

Order 1
Pickup

Order 2
Pickup

Order 3
Pickup

Order 1

Order 2

Order 3

Rider

Stage 1: The order clustering Stage 2: The routing optimization

Figure 1: Meal order cluster first-route second process.
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locations of customers with no fixed distribution center. To
improve the time efficiency of meal order clustering, the
nearest pickup locations rule is applied to hierarchically
cluster meal orders into delivery bundles while saving the
pickup time for delivery riders. For example, meal orders 1,
2, and 3 are clustered into one delivery bundle 1 on the
nearest pickup location rule as shown in Figure 1. ,e
delivery rider assigned for the delivery bundle 1 picks up
meals from restaurants 1, 2, and 3 and then deliveries them
in an optimized delivery route.

Considering heterogeneous time-sensitive customer
satisfaction with fast delivery services, the routing optimi-
zation model for meal orders in clustered bundles is built on
the following assumptions: (1) the delivery time of the meal
order i is restricted within the delivery time window [Ei, Fi].
(2) Each meal order is picked up and delivered by the same
delivery rider. (3) ,e vehicle of delivery rider k has the
maximum capacity Qk for meal order load. (4) ,e food
preparation time and delivery vehicle charging time are
neglected in the model.

,e MDRP can be described by graph theory, G� (I, N) ,
where I � A∪B � 1, . . . , n{ } is a group of nodes including
restaurants and customers, where n represents the number
of meal orders. A� {ai} is the set of pickup restaurant lo-
cations of the meal order i, where i� 1, 2, 3, . . ., n. B� {bi} is
the set of customer location of the meal order i, where i� 1,
2, 3, . . ., n. N � (i, j) | i ∈ I, j ∈ I  is the set of delivery route
arcs from meal order i to meal order j, where i, j� 1, 2, 3, . . .,
n. K is the number of available riders in a certain designated
delivery area, which is normally within a three- to five-ki-
lometer living circle. ,e O2O meal delivery platform
clusters mk meal orders into the delivery bundle k, which is
assigned to the delivery rider k with the optimized delivery
route, where ∀k ∈K and mk denotes the number of meal
orders clustered into the delivery bundle k.

,roughout this study, two decisions are to be made: the
number of bundles (riders) and deliver route of meal orders
in each bundle for the delivery rider. Firstly, the number of
delivery bundles that is equal to the number of delivery
riders is determined by the HAC algorithm in the first stage
of the proposed two-stage solution. We use the decision
variable zk

i � 1 to denote that the meal order i is assigned to
rider k. Secondly, the delivery route of meal orders in each
bundle for the rider is optimized by GA to offer fast delivery
service in the second stage. We use decision variable xk

ij � 1
to denote that the rider k travels from the order i location to
the order j location. ,e variables and parameters applied in
the modelling are listed in Table 2.

3.2. Mathematical Formulation. Based on the cluster first-
route second philosophy [8], a two-stage solution with HAC
and GA is proposed for meal delivery routing optimization
in this study. To improve the delivery efficiency of huge
volume meal orders, the takeout meal orders are clustered
into delivery bundles by the HAC algorithm in the first stage.
In the second stage, a cluster-based [8] meal delivery routing
optimization model is established for fast delivery services of
meal orders inside each delivery bundle with the objective of

maximizing the time-sensitive customer satisfaction. ,e
cluster-based meal delivery routing optimization model for
clustered delivery bundle k with time sensitivity coefficient
and the objective of maximizing the average customer time
satisfaction is as follows.

maxfk Si(  �
1

m
k
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ij � 0, 1{ }, ∀k ∈ K, i, j � 1, 2, 3, . . . , n. (12)

,e objective function (1) aims to maximize average
time-sensitive customer satisfaction ofmkmeal orders inside
the delivery bundle k for the rider k. ,e time-sensitive
customer satisfaction function Si [12] of meal order iwith the
time sensitivity coefficient β is shown in equation (2). ,e
average time-sensitive customer satisfaction in equation (1)
is calculated by dividing the sum of mk meal orders’ satis-
faction by the number of meal orders mk in the delivery
bundle k.
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,e time-sensitive customer satisfaction function, as
shown in equation (2), is applied to measure customer
satisfaction with the considerations of heterogeneous time
sensitivity to delayed meal delivery. Tk

ai is the arrival time of
the meal order i delivered to the customer by the rider k. ,e
customer time satisfaction is equal to 1 when the meal orders
are delivered within the given delivery time window [Ei, Fi],
which indicates that the customers are satisfied with the on-
time meal delivery. ,e customers will have dissatisfied
experiences on the delayed meal delivery when the arrival
time of meal orders Tk

ai exceeds the latest arrival time of meal
orders Fi. Li is the acceptable delayed arrival time of the meal
order i delivered to the customer. ,e customer time sat-
isfaction will be reduced to be less than 1 when meal orders
are delivered within the acceptable delayed delivery time
period [Fi, Li] as the arrival time of meal orders Tk

ai does not
exceed the acceptable delayed arrival time Li. However, the
value of customer time satisfaction will be reduced to zero as
the arrival time of meal orders Tk

ai exceeds the acceptable
delayed arrival time Li.

We introduce time sensitivity coefficient β in the time-
sensitive customer satisfaction function to measure the
impact of time-sensitive customer heterogeneity on meal
delivery satisfaction [3]. We divide the customers into three

groups [20] based on their time sensitivity to delayed meal
delivery. ,e time sensitivity coefficient β is set as 0< β< 1,
β� 1, and β> 1 to indicate low, medium, and high time
sensitivity of the customers, respectively. ,e first group
consists of the customers with low time sensitivity as they
are less sensitive to delayed meal delivery. ,e second group
includes the customers with medium time sensitivity as they
are sensitive to delayed meal delivery in the medium sen-
sitivity degree. ,e third group comprises the customers
with high time sensitivity as they are more sensitive to
delayed meal delivery. As shown in Figure 2, the satisfaction

β>1

β<1

β=1

Ei Fi Li

Delivery time

1

0

Cu
sto

m
er

 ti
m

e s
at

isf
ac

tio
n

Figure 2: Customer time satisfaction function with different time
sensitivity coefficients.

Table 2: Notations used in modelling.

Notation Description
n ,e number of meal orders
K ,e number of available riders in a certain designated delivery area
Qk ,e delivery capacity constraint of rider k, ∀k ∈K, k� 1, 2, 3, . . ., K
mk ,e number of meal orders clustered in the delivery bundle k, ∀k ∈K, k� 1, 2, 3, . . ., K
Si Customer time satisfaction of meal order i, i� 1, 2, 3, . . ., n
fk(Si) Average customer time satisfaction of meal orders in the delivery bundle k, i� 1, 2, 3, . . .., mk

β Time sensitivity coefficient of heterogeneous time-sensitive customers
Ei ,e earliest arrival time of meal order i, i� 1, 2, 3, . . ., n
Fi ,e latest arrival time of meal order i, i� 1, 2, 3, . . ., n
Li ,e acceptable delayed arrival time of meal order i, i� 1, 2, 3, . . ., n
Tk

ai ,e arrival time of the order i delivered by rider k
Tk

li ,e departure time of rider k leaving the customer location of order i
tk
ij ,e travel time of the rider k from the order i location to the order j location

zk
i Binary decision variable equals to 1 if order i is assigned to rider k; otherwise 0

xk
ij Binary decision variable equals to 1 if rider k travels from order i location to the order j location; otherwise 0

cluster orders with
HAC algorithm 

clustered bundle for rider

encode orders in the bundle

population intialization

customer time satisfaction
fitness calculation 

selecting operation

crossover operation

mutation operation

inver-over operation

end condition
achieved?

output the optimal route
for orders in the bundle

start

first stage

second stage

end

Yes

No

Figure 3: Two-stage solution design flowchart on HAC clustering
and GA route optimization.
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of the customers with medium time sensitivity is linearly
decreased with the arrival time of meal orders Tai within the
delayed delivery time period [Fi, Li]. ,e satisfaction of the
customers with low time sensitivity is higher than the
medium group. In contrast, the satisfaction of the cus-
tomers with high time sensitivity is lower than the medium
group.

Equations (3) to (12) are the constraints of this cluster-
based meal delivery routing optimization model. Equation
(3) restricts the number of meal orders mk clustered in the
delivery bundle k, which cannot exceed the delivery capacity
Qk provided by the rider’s vehicle. Equation (4) defines the
arrival time of the meal order j delivered by rider k that is the
sum of the departure time of rider k leaving the customer
location of order i and the travel time of the rider k from the
order i delivery location to the order j delivery location.
Equation (5) gives the restriction on the delivery sequence of
meal orders. Equation (6) restricts to avoid the duplicated
assignment to a delivery rider with the same meal order.
Equation (7) gives the requirement on the delivery rider k
who should leave the order h location after he arrives at the
order h location. Equations (8) and (9) restrain that the
delivery rider must travel to each meal order delivery lo-
cation once and only once in the delivery bundle. Equation
(10) gives the restriction on the number of clustered bundles
that cannot be more than the number of available delivery
riders. Equations (11) and (12) are the value ranges of the
decision variables, which are the rider assignment for meal
order zk

i and the rider travel route xk
ij.

4. Two-Stage Solution Design

,e two-stage solution with HAC and GA is designed to
cluster high-volume meal orders into delivery bundles and
optimize the delivery route for meal orders in each bundle.
,e framework of the two-stage solution on cluster first-
route second philosophy [8] is shown in Figure 3. In the first
stage, a large number of meal orders are clustered into
delivery bundles on the nearest pickup location rule ap-
plying the HAC algorithm. ,en, clustered bundles are
assigned to the delivery riders. In the second stage, a GA is
designed to optimize the delivery route for each assigned
rider to deliver meal orders in the delivery bundle clustered
in the first stage with the objective of time-sensitive cus-
tomer satisfaction maximization. ,e two-stage solution
combined HAC and GA could provide a highly effective and

feasible strategy to timely deliver high-volume meal orders
for O2O meal delivery platforms.

4.1.2e HACMeal Order Clustering. In the first stage of the
two-stage solution for O2O meal delivery routing optimi-
zation, the HAC algorithm is applied to classify and merge
meal orders into delivery bundles on the nearest pickup
location rule. ,e HAC algorithm gradually agglomerates
single meal order into delivery bundles. Firstly, the meal
order i, which has pickup location ai, is classified as one
delivery bundle Ck. ,e delivery bundle set C� {C1, C2,
C3, . . ., Ck}� {a1, a2, a3, . . ., an}. ,e Euclidean distance is
adopted to measure the location distance dij from the meal
order i with location axis (axi, ayi) to the meal order j with
location axis (axj, ayj), as follows:

dij �

���������������������

axi − axj 
2

+ ayi − ayj 
2



. (13)

,e distance between different delivery bundles is cal-
culated with the sum of deviation squares, which is also
called the ward linkage method. It is assumed that there are i
and j meal orders inside the delivery bundle Ci and the
delivery bundle Cj, respectively. ,e bundle distance be-
tween the delivery bundle Ci and the delivery bundle Cj is
defined as the increment of deviation square sum D2

ij, as
follows:

D
2
ij � S

2
r − S

2
i − S

2
j , (14)

Parent 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 crossover Child 1 1 2 1 3 5 6

Parent 2 2 4 1 3 5 6 Child 2 2 4 3 4 5 6

Child 1 * 2 1 3 5 6 Partial mapping Child 1 4 2 1 3 5 6

Child 2 2 * 3 4 5 6 Child 2 2 1 3 4 5 6

Figure 4: GA Crossover operation.

Parent 1 4 2 1 3 5 6

Child 1 4 2 5 3 1 6

Figure 5: GA mutation operation.

Parent 1 4 2 5 3 1 6

Child 1 4 2 1 3 5 6

Figure 6: GA inver-over operation.
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where S2r is the sum of deviation squares of meal order lo-
cations inside the clustered bundle Cr, which is agglomerated
from the delivery bundle Ci and the delivery bundle Cj. Two
bundles that have the shortest bundle distance are clustered
into a new delivery bundle Ck. ,e distance recursion for-
mula for the sum of deviation squares is as follows:

D
2
rk �

k + i

r + k
D

2
ik +

k + j

r + k
D

2
jk −

k

r + k
D

2
ij. (15)

,e bundle merging process mentioned above is re-
peated and ended until all n meal orders are agglomerated
into only one delivery bundle. ,e bundle agglomerating
results could be represented in a tree diagram. ,en, the
O2O meal delivery platforms could determine the numbers
of delivery bundles and assign them to the nearest delivery
riders by referring to available delivery riders and fast meal
delivery time requirement.

4.2. 2e Cluster-Based GA Routing Optimization. In the
second stage, the cluster-based [8] meal delivery routing
optimization model is solved by GA. As shown in Figure 3,
GA is applied to search for the optimal delivery route formk

meal orders in the delivery bundle k assigned to the rider k in
the first stage. ,e simplified Python pseudocode of the
algorithm linking the delivery bundles (clusters) clustered by
HAC for assigned riders with cluster-based GA route op-
timization is shown in Algorithm 1.

Considering the fast service characteristics of meal de-
livery, customer time satisfaction related to the time sen-
sitivity of heterogeneous customers is taken as the objective
of the meal delivery routing optimization model, in contrast
with the cost minimization objective in conventionalMDRP.
In the GA design, we take the customer time satisfaction as
the fitness function to maximize the objective of the above-
mentioned MDRP optimization model. ,e optimal chro-
mosome with the highest fitness has the highest customer

for rider:
for mealOrder in route:
if mealOrder in clusters[rider]:
MealOrders_rider[rider].append(mealOrder)
end if
end for
end for
for rider, mealOrder in MealOrders_rider.items():
For mealOrder:
If delivery_time in [E,L] and load≤maxCapacity:
calculate time satisfaction and route append mealOrder
else
new_route append DNA(rider)
end for
end for

ALGORITHM 1: GA routing optimization for assigned rider of clustered bundle.
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time satisfaction. ,e fitness function could be obtained in
the following equation:

Fi(S) � fi(S). (16)

,e optimal solution for meal delivery routes would be
found from the solution space, which consists of a population
of chromosomes. Each chromosome is one solution that can
be evaluated by the fitness function. ,e meal orders in the
delivery bundle are encoded using the integer encoding
method. Suppose that there are six orders in a delivery
bundle. ,e delivery sequence of these six meal orders in one
route solution is encoded and represented as one chromo-
some (1 2 3 4 5 6). ,e initial solution would be randomly
selected. A new population is generated by the selection
operation, which selects the better chromosome with higher
fitness into the new population. ,e selected probability of
each chromosome could be calculated as follows:

Pi �
Fi


mk

i�1 Fi

. (17)

,e crossover operator is usually applied in the genetic
algorithm to obtain the new child chromosome, which could
inherit the good fitness of the parent chromosome. ,e
randomly selected gene sections highlighted in green
background in Figure 4 are crossed in two-parent chro-
mosomes. ,e partial mapped method is used to exchange
repeated order numbers in the conflict positions indicated in
an asterisk of the new child chromosomes.

,e mutation operator that exchanges the genes in the
chromosome is applied to enhance the diversity of the
population. ,e mutation operation is shown in Figure 5.

To improve the local search ability of the genetic algo-
rithm, the inver-over operator is induced multiple times
after selection, crossover, and mutation operations. ,e
child chromosomes with increased fitness in the inver-over
operation could be evolved into the next procedure. ,e
inver-over evolutionary operation [7] is shown in Figure 6.

5. Numerical Simulation

,e python programming language is applied to numerically
simulate two-stage solution of meal delivery routing opti-
mization with the objective of time-sensitive customer sat-
isfaction. Both MDRP model and algorithms are coded in
Python 3.7 and tested on a systemwith 64 bitWindows 10OS,
Intel i5-8400T CPU (1.7GHz), and 8GB RAM. ,e pickup
location coordinates (axi, ayi) and delivery location coordi-
nates (bxi, byi) of forty-one takeout meal orders in the five-
kilometer delivery region of a China O2O meal delivery
platform [13] are listed in Table 3. Table 3 also lists the delivery
time window, which includes the earliest arrival time of meal
order Ei, the latest arrival time of meal order Fi, and the
acceptable delayed arrival time of meal order Li. It is assumed
that the average travel speed of delivery riders is v � 10 km/h.
,e average time that the delivery rider k travel to each
restaurant is tw � 2min. ,e average pickup time that the
delivery rider k waits and picks up a meal in the restaurant is
tq � 2min. ,e average service time is ts � 0.5min for each
customer. ,e time sensitivity coefficients are set as βL � 0.5,
βM � 1, and βH� 1.5 to represent low, medium, and high time
sensitivity of the customers.

5.1. Meal Order Clustering. ,e delivery bundles clustered
from these forty-one takeout meal orders using the ward
HAC algorithm in the first stage are shown in the hierar-
chical clustering tree diagram in Figure 7.,e number of the
clustered bundle is varied in different agglomerating layers
that are indicated with h1, h2, and h3 horizontal lines in the
tree diagram. In the h1 agglomerating layer, eight delivery
bundles are clustered out from these forty-one meal orders.
,ere are six delivery bundles clustered out in the h2 ag-
glomerating layer. ,e h3 agglomerating layer clustered out
five delivery bundles.

Considering available delivery riders and fast meal de-
livery requirement, eight delivery bundles in the h1
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agglomerating layer are determined as clustering results in
the first stage, which are assigned to eight riders. As shown in
Figures 8 and 9, these eight delivery bundles include diverse
numbers of meal orders. Delivery bundle 1 includes four
meal orders, orders 13, 18, 24, and 40. Delivery bundle 2
includes six meal orders, orders 5, 6, 9, 10, 26, and 41.
Delivery bundle 3 includes eight meal orders, orders 1, 14,
15, 16, 20, 21, 31, and 34. Delivery bundle 4 includes four
meal orders, orders 4, 7, 17, and 22. Delivery bundle 5
includes seven meal orders, orders 2, 12, 25, 28, 29, 30, and
32. Delivery bundle 6 includes four meal orders, orders 8, 11,
33, and 37. Delivery bundle 7 includes four meal orders,
orders 23, 36, 38, and 39. Delivery bundle 8 includes four
meal orders, orders 3, 19, 27, and 35. ,e effectiveness of
HAC algorithm based on the nearest location is also revealed

from the spatial distribution of forty-one meal orders and
eight delivery bundles in Figure 8.

5.2. Clustered Bundle Routing Optimization. ,e optimal
delivery routes for meal orders in eight clustered bundles are
numerically calculated by applying the GA heuristic method
in the second stage as shown in Figure 9.,e delivery time of
each meal order in eight optimized delivery routes is listed in
Table 4. Table 4 also lists the average customer time satis-
faction of themeal orders in eight clustered delivery bundles.
,e average customer time satisfaction for the low, medium,
and high time sensitivity of the customers is further com-
pared when time sensitivity coefficient is set as βL � 0.5,
βM � 1, and βH � 1.5.

,e numerical simulation results indicate that four meal
orders in five delivery bundles 1, 4, 6, 7, and 8 could be
delivered within the delivery time window. ,erefore, the
average customer time satisfaction of these five delivery
bundles 1, 4, 6, 7, and 8 are equal to 1, which indicates high
customer satisfaction with meal delivery time. Moreover,
most of the meal orders in these five delivery bundles could
be delivered to the customer within around thirty minutes,
which demonstrates good performance of fast meal delivery
services. Even meal order 18 in delivery bundle 1 could still
be delivered before the latest arrival time F18 � 60 minutes.

Some delayed meal orders exceeded the delivery time
window in delivery bundles 2, 3, and 5 are shaded in gray in
Table 4. ,ree meal orders in delivery bundle 2 could be
delivered within the delivery time window, while three
delayed meal orders could exceed the delivery time window
but within the acceptable delayed arrival time period. ,ere
are three delayed meal orders of eight orders in delivery
bundle 3 that fall within the acceptable delayed time period.
However, two of seven meal orders in delivery bundle 5
could be seriously delayed and could exceed the acceptable
delayed arrival time, whereas three meal orders could be
delivered within the delivery time window and the other two
delayed meal orders could be delivered within the acceptable
delayed time period. ,erefore, the average customer time
satisfaction of these three delayed bundles 2, 3, and 5 are less
than 1, which indicates lower customer satisfaction with
meal delivery time.

,e simulation results verify that the two-stage solution
on customer time satisfaction with HAC meal order clus-
tering and cluster-based GA routing optimization in this
study is an effective strategy with good performance to
improve fast services for O2O meal delivery. Customer
satisfaction is improved by delivering all meal orders on
every delivery route within 60minutes. In particular, the
majority of the meal orders could be delivered to the cus-
tomers within around thirty minutes, which demonstrated
great performance of fast meal delivery services. Appropriate
meal orders clustered in the delivery bundle, which are
around four meal orders in this instance, are critical to
achieving high customer time satisfaction with fast meal
delivery services.

,e proposed two-stage solution with HAC and GA is
compared with the standard GA and the PSO algorithm [41]

Table 3: Location and time data of forty-one meal orders.

Order number
Pickup location Delivery

location
Time

window
axi ayi bxi byi Ei Fi Li

1 2725 2200 1925 2062.5 0 20 30
2 1575 2587.5 1787.5 412.5 0 20 30
3 1650 1512.5 1837.5 2362.5 0 20 30
4 637.5 1012.5 1262.5 2075 0 20 30
5 1425 1887.5 1687.5 1650 0 25 35
6 1262.5 2137.5 2000 2350 0 30 40
7 875 1125 1612.5 2250 0 30 40
8 2425 1450 1487.5 2225 0 30 40
9 1375 1850 2350 2600 0 30 40
10 1375 1850 1837.5 2362.5 0 30 40
11 2087.5 1250 1862.5 1425 0 40 50
12 1450 2700 2400 2375 0 40 50
13 2187.5 625 1437.5 1362.5 0 40 50
14 2800 2325 1925 1887.5 10 35 45
15 2650 2225 2250 2175 10 35 45
16 2825 2425 2012.5 1750 10 35 45
17 887.5 1137.5 1825 2050 10 35 45
18 1675 325 2350 1725 20 60 70
19 1512.5 1362.5 1462.5 2387.5 20 60 70
20 2625 2262.5 1800 1050 20 60 70
21 2625 2262.5 1687.5 1650 20 60 70
22 912.5 687.5 2175 737.5 20 60 70
23 1925 2062.5 2725 2200 0 40 50
24 1787.5 412.5 575 587.5 0 30 40
25 1837.5 2362.5 1650 1512.5 0 30 40
26 1262.5 2075 637.5 1012.5 0 30 40
27 1687.5 1650 1425 1887.5 0 35 45
28 2000 2350 1262.5 2637.5 0 30 40
29 1612.5 2250 875 1125 0 30 40
30 1487.5 2225 725 1450 0 30 40
31 2350 2600 1375 1850 0 30 40
32 1837.5 2362.5 1375 1850 0 30 40
33 1862.5 1425 2087.5 1250 0 40 50
34 2400 2375 1450 2700 0 40 50
35 1437.5 1362.5 2187.5 625 0 40 50
36 1925 1887.5 2800 2325 10 35 45
37 2250 1475 2650 2225 10 35 45
38 2012.5 1750 2825 2425 10 35 45
39 1825 2050 887.5 1137.5 10 35 45
40 2350 725 1675 1325 20 60 70
41 912.5 1587.5 2180 600 0 40 50
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in the same scale simulated instance. ,e simulation results
on delivery time and customer satisfaction of three different
algorithms are shown in Table 5. Obviously, the proposed
two-stage solution greatly improves customer satisfaction by
delivering every single meal order in all cluster-based

delivery routes within 60 minutes, which is particularly
important for fast meal delivery services. ,e proposed two-
stage solution and the PSO algorithm both have better
performance on delivery time and customer satisfaction
than the standard GA. Although the PSO algorithm can

Table 4: Meal delivery time and average time satisfaction in clustered bundles.

Bundle (rider) number Order number Ei Fi Li Delivery time (minutes)
Average time satisfaction

βL � 0.5 βM � 1 βH � 1.5

1

13 0 40 50 18.09

1 1 140 20 60 70 19.54
24 0 30 40 27.52
18 20 60 70 40.22

2

10 0 30 40 20.42

0.748 0.628 0.569

6 0 30 40 21.40
9 0 30 40 23.99
5 0 25 35 30.97
26 0 30 40 38.37
41 0 40 50 47.99

3

14 10 35 45 25.00

0.911 0.851 0.812

1 0 20 30 26.05
15 10 35 45 28.13
16 10 35 45 31.06
21 20 60 70 33.11
31 0 30 40 35.35
34 0 40 50 40.49
20 20 60 70 50.65

4

4 0 20 30 19.03

1 1 17 0 30 40 21.39
17 10 35 45 23.15
22 20 60 70 31.33

5

25 0 30 40 23.38

0.596 0.524 0.336

29 0 30 40 28.60
30 0 30 40 30.76
32 0 30 40 35.36
28 0 30 40 40.15
12 0 40 50 47.18
2 0 20 30 59.57

6

8 0 30 40 18.40

1 1 111 0 40 50 23.72
33 0 40 50 25.44
37 10 35 45 32.22

7

23 0 40 50 17.09

1 1 136 10 35 45 17.97
38 10 35 45 18.59
39 10 35 45 32.6

8

3 0 20 30 17.60

1 1 119 20 60 70 19.86
27 0 35 45 22.88
35 0 40 50 31.77

Table 5: Simulation results obtained by different algorithms.

Algorithm Average delivery time per order
(unit: min)

Delivery completion time
(unit: min)

Route time over
60mins

Number of
riders

Average customer
satisfaction

βL � 0.5 βM � 1 βH � 1.5
Two-stage 7.959 294.5 0 8 0.876 0.835 0.786
GA 8.239 337.7 0 7 0.675 0.624 0.600
PSO 7.368 290.1 1 6 0.754 0.727 0.713
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obtain a slightly shorter average delivery time per order, the
delivery time for one of the routes is around 73 minutes,
which exceeds the acceptable delayed arrival time. ,e
delayed delivery of the meal orders that exceed the ac-
ceptable delayed arrival time reduces customer satisfaction
with fast services for meal delivery platforms. ,erefore, the
proposed two-stage solution with HAC meal order clus-
tering first and cluster-based GA routing optimization
second could provide good performance on customer sat-
isfaction improvement of the fast meal delivery services.

5.3. Impact of Time-Sensitive Customer Heterogeneity. ,e
impact of time-sensitive customer heterogeneity on the
satisfaction with fast meal delivery is shown in Table 4 and
Figure 10. We can conclude that the time sensitivity degrees
of heterogeneous customers have the impact on the satis-
faction with meal delivery when some meal orders in

clustered bundles are delayed. Customer time satisfaction of
low time-sensitive customers with a time sensitivity coef-
ficient of βL � 0.5 (0< β< 1) is higher than medium time-
sensitive customers (βM � 1). ,erefore, low time-sensitive
customers might not feel very dissatisfied when the meal
order is delayed within the acceptable time period. ,e
delayed meal delivery in a short time window will not affect
the satisfaction of low time-sensitive customers. In contrast,
customer time satisfaction of high time-sensitive customers
with a time sensitivity coefficient of βH � 1.5 (β> 1) is lower
than medium time-sensitive customers (βM � 1). Hence,
high time-sensitive customers will feel strongly dissatisfied
when the meal order is delayed even if it is within the normal
acceptable time period. ,e delayed meal delivery will give
high time-sensitive customers a negative service experience.

Moreover, customer time satisfaction is found to be
reduced with the increment in the time sensitivity coefficient
in the analysis taking the delayed meal order 32 in delivery
bundle 5 as an example in Figure 11. ,us, time sensitivity
degrees of heterogeneous customers have the negative im-
pact on customer satisfaction with meal delivery. ,e higher
time sensitivity degree the customers have, the lower sat-
isfaction the customers could feel on meal delivery. ,e
time-sensitive customer satisfaction with meal delivery
sharply decreases with the increment in the time sensitivity
coefficient β, especially when 0< β< 2. When the time
sensitivity coefficient β> 2, customer time satisfaction with
meal delivery is gradually reduced to zero. Hence, the high
time-sensitive customers who really care about the timely
meal delivery (β> 1) will have strong dissatisfaction with
delayedmeal delivery.,e low time-sensitive customers who
do not care the delayedmeal delivery (β� 0) have the highest
time satisfaction.

However, time sensitivity degrees of heterogeneous
customers will have no impact on the time satisfaction with
meal delivery if all meal orders in clustered bundles are
timely delivered within the delivery time windows. Cus-
tomer time satisfaction with meal delivery for orders in
clustered bundle 1, bundle 4, bundle 6, bundle 7, and bundle
8 maintains the highest value (Si � 1) no matter what the
time sensitivity coefficient is, as shown in Table 4 and
Figure 10.,erefore, it is extremely important for O2Omeal
delivery platforms to design solution for timely delivered
orders so that customer time satisfaction with fast meal
delivery services can be significantly enhanced.

6. Conclusion

,is study focuses on meal delivery routing optimization
with customer time satisfaction and heterogeneous time-
sensitive customers. Compared with the conventional ob-
jective of delivery cost minimization, we firstly adopt cus-
tomer satisfaction as the objective to optimize meal delivery
routing.,e customer time satisfaction function is related to
time sensitivity of heterogeneous customers. A two-stage
solution with HAC and GA is proposed for meal delivery
routing optimization to improve fast services of huge vol-
ume meal orders. In the first stage, the HAC algorithm is
designed to cluster meal orders into the delivery bundles for
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riders with the nearest pickup location rule. ,e ward ag-
glomerating method is adopted to use the sum of deviation
squares for measuring the distance between two bundles. In
the second stage, the cluster-based meal delivery optimi-
zation model is established to obtain the optimal delivery
route for meal orders clustered in the delivery bundle in the
first stage. ,e GA is designed to search for the optimal meal
delivery route by applying the fitness function of customer
time satisfaction.

,e numerical simulation results showed that the pro-
posed two-stage solution with HAC and GA for meal de-
livery routing optimization is verified to improve customer
satisfaction with fast meal delivery by timely delivering meal
orders within the delivery time window. Moreover, the
proposed two-stage solution, which firstly clusters meal
orders into a delivery bundle and secondly optimizes the
cluster-based delivery route for riders, could improve the
efficiency of fast meal delivery for O2O meal delivery
platforms significantly. All meal orders in every cluster-
based delivery route could be delivered to customers within
60 minutes with most of the orders being under thirty
minutes. Furthermore, the effectiveness of the proposed
two-stage solution is validated by comparing it with the
standard GA and the PSO algorithm. ,e proposed two-
stage solution with HAC and GA outperforms the standard
GA and the PSO algorithm on customer satisfaction and
delivery efficiency.

,e proper number such as four meal orders clustered
into a delivery bundle in this simulation and optimal de-
livery routes is found to be essential factors for timely de-
livering all meal orders within the delivery time window in
order to achieve the highest customer time satisfaction. ,e
time sensitivity of customers has the negative impact on
customer time satisfaction. ,e delayed meal delivery would
be accepted by low time-sensitive customers as it does not
have much influence on their satisfaction with meal delivery.
In contrast, the delayed meal delivery would cause dissat-
isfaction with meal delivery for high time-sensitive
customers.

Our study provides some managerial sights for meal
delivery platforms in scheduling optimization and customer
satisfaction improvement. Firstly, in the competitive meal
catering market, customer satisfaction improvement is be-
coming the critical key to attracting customers and main-
taining customers’ loyalty to the meal delivery platform.
,us, our research offers meal delivery platforms a method
to incorporate customer satisfaction factors into delivery
routing problems.,e proposed solution in our research can
effectively improve customer satisfaction and optimize
scheduling decisions of meal delivery platforms. Secondly,
heterogeneous customers have different experiences with
fast meal delivery services. Our research results could help
O2O meal delivery platforms to establish time-sensitive
customer profiles and integrate time sensitivity factors into
delivery routing decisions.,irdly, ourmeal order clustering
algorithm could highly improve fast delivery efficiency and
reduce the delivery cost.,erefore, the meal order clustering
algorithm application is valuable to optimize scheduling for
practical meal delivery platforms. Finally, the two-stage

solution in our study investigated the practical scheduling
optimization process for meal delivery platforms.

,e O2O meal delivery platform is facing complicated
scenarios in practice, such as traffic congestion, road
complexity, or extreme weather conditions, which may be
considered in the routing optimization in future research.
Despite that the number of meal orders is fixed in this study,
the real demand for O2O takeout meals is changing in real
time since the customers could place the online meal
through the platforms at anytime and anywhere. ,us, the
dynamic insertion of new meal orders may be considered in
the realistic research on delivery scheduling optimization in
the future. Moreover, both customer satisfaction and de-
livery cost are critical for O2O meal delivery platforms.
,erefore, multiple objectives might be also applied in future
studies on meal delivery routing optimization. We set fixed
time sensitivity coefficients for meal orders to simplify
simulation in this study, and different time sensitivity co-
efficients might be assigned for each meal order in future
realistic studies. Lastly, in-depth studies on algorithms de-
sign may be a further improvement in meal delivery
optimization.
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